
Friday Night In The Woods! 

Friday Night Races came to town on the 10th of July as Stadium Runners 
took their ever popular Woodland Challenge back to Storthes Hall and 
Meltham AC were out in force with a massive 26 runners on the startline, 
the lure of a free burger clearly proving too much to resist…The weather 
helped though with perfect evening conditions, although the still air was to 
prove a factor later that night as we all tore into the thick woods.  With so 
many runners, Championship Points were to be at a premium as people 
took places behind Andy Whitworth and James Young at the front of the 
start line, and in a flash were off with a breakaway group forming almost           
immediately ahead of a pack of purple and green with Pete Dukes, Paul 
Elliott, Steve McFarlane, Emma Burke, Mark Hoath and Jeff Miller all in 
close proximity as the road climb suddenly turned off and dove into the 
woods.  The course then followed a fast but twisty route through the trees, 
with sudden cut backs, climbs and drops that took no prisoners on tired 
legs and the lack of air started to get runners hot, sweaty and envious of 
the early evening drinkers as the course cut through Penistone Road and 
straight past a pub with a heaving beer garden, who good naturedly 
cheered everyone as they disappeared back into the trees.  

The halfway mark witnessed how the individual battles were shaping up 
with Mark Cope mixing it with Martin Bayliss, Graeme Lee, Ray McArthur 
and Sarah Brewer.  Simon Edwards led the following group with Ruth 
Thomas and Rebecca Johnstone keeping a gap to Susan Sheehan.  As the 
final 2k arrived Graham Sykes had found the perfect place to call           
encouragement, although normally to the runner behind you – letting Andy 
know that he still had a lead on James (which he held to the end coming 
home 3rd and 10th respectively), but letting Jeff know that Mark Cope was 
gaining fast and would take him on the next climb, which he duly did!   
Emma Burke was the last over the line as 4 MAC vests crossed the line in 5 
places, but was fast enough to claim the F40 prize.  As the hour mark 
passed a mass of finishers came through with Gilly Markham, leading Jeff 
Taylor, Paul Gandy, Neil Hopkinson and Wendy Sykes.  Rachel Tomlinson 
and Fiona McArthur made the burger queue before Sharon Whitworth and 
John Gray completed the results.   
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Results: 3rd Andy Whitworth 43.36; 10th James Young 46.15; 41st Pete Dukes 51.59; 48th Mark Hoath 53.22; 
50th Steve McFarlane 53.32; 51st Paul Elliott 53.55; 52nd Emma Burke 54.13; 59th Mark Cope 55.29; 62nd Jeff Miller 55.43; 
72nd Graeme Lee 56.39; 76th Sarah Brewer 56.58; 85th Martin Bayliss 57.51; 93rd Ray McArthur 58.32; 111th Simon      
Edwards 60.58; 141st Ruth Thomas 64.24; 155th Rebecca Johnstone 65.28; 170th Susan Sheehan 67.13; 182nd Gilly    
Markham 69.20; 184th Jeff Taylor 69.30; 186th Paul Gandy 69.47; 192nd Neil Hopkinson 70.53; 197th Wendy Sykes 71.31; 
205th Rachel Tomlinson 72.55; 212th Fiona McArthur 75.54; 241st Sharon Whitworth 79.48; 253rd John Gray 83.23 



Falls, Fells and Gels 

Probably the hardest race on the Fell Calendar saw four Meltham AC vests walk the half mile from Registration to the 
Start line.  Despite having the experience of running it last year Jeff Miller knew he would be in for a hard race to try 
and keep maximum points from race debutant Steve Perren, who’s downhill skills could make all the difference on this 
18 mile course.  Andy Lang was vocally regretting his last minute decision to come along and Mark Crowe was       
wondering just how steep his learning curve was in comparison to the actual steepness of the climbs awaiting him.  
The weather was hard to judge, with a warm sun but a cold wind, and the ever present threat of rain as the deceptive 
uphill start gave way to the first serious descent, dropping 370m in under half a mile.   
Steve was first over the edge, with Jeff on his shoulder towards the front of the pack, with Andy and Mark settling in to 
their pace a bit further back.  At the first Holme Moss crossing, 4 miles in, Steve had pulled out a 30 second lead,    
extended further when Jeff took a full head over heels fall on the descent to Crowden, pulling up for the best part of a 
minute to check his bloody knees and gather his nerves.  Mark meanwhile was demonstrating the Crowe family skills by 
pulling ahead of Andy on the descent and everyone was through the timed checkpoint ahead of the cut off.   
The long climb up Bareholme, followed by dropping off the other side and straight up Laddow Rocks tests the Fell skills 
of all runners, and despite pushing hard Steve was out of sight of Jeff when he passed through another checkpoint and 
headed for Black Hill.  Andy however did make up some time and Mark could see him closing in as he climbed up the 
steep route, before stretching the gap back out on the descent before holding position on the slabs of the Pennine 
Way.    
Robin Stewart turned out for support on the second Holme Moss crossing and cheered Steve in as he appeared running 
with friend of the club Alan Hirons of North Leeds, with Jeff following on 5 minutes later.  Mark stopped for a cheeky 
gel as the miles started to weigh heavy on his legs and it wasn’t too long before Andy appeared and started chasing 
him down the final section, with the knowledge of the 370m drop from the beginning was now a climb at the end of 
the race.  Steve was tackling it by this time and fighting the twinges of cramp as the recent wet weather had added 
mud to the challenge and Fell shoes worked hard as studs dug in.  Having been separated from the group he was with, 
Jeff was tiring without someone to chase, but kept one last gel for the climb and managed to take a couple of places 
by the top.  With Mark in his sights Andy caught and took him before stretching away on the sapping road section to 
the finish line and crossed it a minute ahead.  Although tough, this is a cracking Fell Race and well worthy of its      
reputation – here’s hoping to see plenty more runners next year! 

 
 

KING OF THE HILL #4 TRUNCE #6 

Ok, so we’ll all look away and pretend that July never happened...it was a busy month, plenty going on, loads of races and 
club nights…holidays...barbeques...school nights...late shifts...recce’s...tapering...injuries...poor weather...Masterchef??? 

Results— 84th Steve Perren 3.53.19; 110th Jeff Miller 4.05.37;  

151st Andy Lang 4.55.43; 152nd Mark Crowe 4.56.40 

Results -  

Nope...nothing….nada…. 



Week 22  

Top 5 After 22 Parkruns 

1. Simon Edwards 
2. Emma Burke 
3. Sharon Whitworth 
4. Paul Gandy 
5. Graeme Lee 

 
Fastest PR Times  

This Year 
 

Men — 17.14 James Young  
Women — 19.24 Emma Burke  

With 1st of August being a Saturday, 
we can sneak 5 results into our round-
up, and with Summer (officially here 
despite the weather) we’ve seen some        
fluctuating attendance numbers and a 
plethora of tourist runs.  Paul Elliott and 
Graeme Lee made the most of the   
season, running 4 tourist runs each 
over 6 different venues all over the 
country. 

Current leader Simon Edwards is     
getting close to maximising his attend-
ance points (one more run will take him 
to the max 210 points) and then he will 
only add to his points by running faster 
than previously and increasing his time 
points — one agonising point at a 
time...so in golf terms he’s in the    
clubhouse and everyone else has a 
chance to chase him down, and that 
means everyone as there are still well 
over 20 weeks of Parkrunning to start 
your challenge now! 

Five Personal Bests were set in July 
with Andrew Potter and Rob Matthews    
continuing to drop their times, Paul 
Gandy dropped his PB twice, once at 
the beginning and again 4 weeks later, 
and Emma Burke took 7 seconds off 
her best, and subsequently dropped the 
Women’s fastest time of the year.  Will 
we see Penny Ditchfield or Lisa 
Wilyman  run the times we know they 
can and dip underneath?  Will Sarah 
Brewer bring her road form to the park 
and duck  under the 20 minute 
mark...or will Emma just keeping faster, 
only time will tell! 

Tom Completes The Slam 
Just four days after the Woodland Challenge, another massive turnout at 
club as 31 runners waited to be called to the line for the staggered     
Summer Handicap.  John Gray was there defending his trophy and Winter 
winner Tom Whitworth was looking for the Grand Slam, having taken the 
Winter trophy earlier this year.   
John was in the first group with Sharon Whitworth; before Martin Sturdy, 
Wendy Sykes, guests Sally and Mary Ellen and Jeff Taylor started the 
chase – Jeff showing off his handpainted ‘Meltham Zero’ string vest which 
looked far removed from our modern technical T’s (and, to be honest,  
actually looked painful to wear…).  Benny Tyas, Gilly Markham and Ruth 
Thomas lined up as experienced handicap racers alongside Paul Gandy 
running his first; whilst Nige Thomas, Caroline Hoath, Neil Hopkinson,  
Susan Sheehan and Johnathan Schofield charged the downhill start thirty 
seconds later.  Tina Crowe was next called and John Hobbs was just    
behind, with Robin Stewart and Tom Whitworth sprinting off ahead of 
Martin Bayliss and Rob Matthews.  The expected jeers accompanied Jeff 
Miller as the handicapper himself lined up ahead of Paul Elliot, Mark Cope, 
Steve Perren and David Sadler.  Sam Bolton, who had put himself in the 
frame for the win on Facebook a few days earlier was chased by Pete 
Dukes before Tony Daniels and finally Andy Whitworth were released.   
The race itself was a train of runners all chasing the runner ahead whilst 
being all too aware of who was thundering up from behind.  Tom, Rob and 
Martin Bayliss started scything through the pack whilst the appearance of 
a horse and rider on the Sandy Lane caused a massive backlog for some 
of the later starters; which was later used as evidence of lost time when 
the post race excuses began… 
As the mud wasn’t as bad as expected on the return Tom chased down 
leader Martin Sturdy and finally caught him on the last stretch to take the 
title and complete the slam.  Rob sealed a great run with third place whilst 
Nige stayed ahead of Martin Bayliss for fourth and fifth respectively whilst 
Ruth was first lady, sixth overall.  Seven runners went under 20 minutes 
and all runners were back within 5.56minutes of each other, with an actual 
difference of 12.35 mins.   
Extra thanks to Mike Harrison and Graham Sykes for the Timekeeping. 

Results: (1) T Whitworth, (2) M Sturdy, (3) R Matthews, (4) N Thomas, (5) M 

Bayliss, (6) R Thomas, (7) J Schofield, (8) R Stewart, (9) C Hoath, (10) A    

Whitworth, (11) J Hobbs, (12) T Crowe, (13) P Dukes, (14) S Bolton, (15) T 

Daniels, (16) J Taylor, (17) M Cope, (18) P Elliott, (19) S Perren, (20) D Sadler, 

(21) J Miller, (22) W Sykes, (23) S Sheehan, (24) S Whitworth, (25) P Gandy, 

(26) G Markham, (27) N Hopkinson, (28) Mary, (29) Sally, (30) B Tyas, (31) J 

Gray) 



Rolling Thunder 
 

Thunder Run 24 is a 24-hour event set on a 10km course, consisting of 

light trails with some technical wooded sections, with the goal being to do 

as many laps in 24 hours as you can.  The less said about the sign up  

procedure for TR24 the better.  In-keeping with the continuous night-time 

theme of the race, sign ups were opened at midnight several months   

before. As the event has grown in popularity, it meant that thousands of 

people descended upon the website as entries open, promptly crashing 

the site for 2 or 3 hours while people fill out the forms and fail to submit 

them.   Thankfully, through persistence, I had managed to secure a solo 

entry and Susi had managed to get a team entered. (Adidas, ballot next 

year please!?)   

For the race, I was feeling pretty psyched. I always feel underprepared for big races, so I ignored those feelings as I looked 

back on the Man versus Horse marathon, the Meltham AC Billy Bland relay attempt and a long day in the Peak District with Susi 

riding Rudi that had led to this race and felt that I was ready.  I had a number of goals going into the race. My first was to 

break my distance record of 42 miles and dispense of the spectre of a DNF at the Highland Fling race earlier in the year. My 

second and main aim was to achieve the round 100 km (62.1 miles); and finally to go on as far as I could.   

The setup for TR24 has many advantages going for it for anyone attempting a distance PR. It is an undulating 10km loop, 

meaning that one need only carry minimal gear and you know that there is always food and drink a mere 6 miles away. The 

course alternates between easy trails and tree-stump technical sections, so it is not too difficult on the joints, it weaves in and 

out of the campsite, meaning that support is constant and there are relay races occurring at the same time, meaning that fast 

people pass you all the time picking you up and cheering on solo runners.  I was a man with a plan. To start with, I would go 

three laps without stopping for more than a drink and a snack, then I would take a stop for a hot drink and short rest, back out 

for two laps, then rest, then a single lap before something hot to eat. I would then drag myself out for a walked seventh lap 

before a substantial overnight rest having met my first goal. I would then just have to drag out the last three laps in the  

morning.  Friday night was fuelling night with the relay team but while we are all pretty competent runners, our barbeque skills 

leave a little bit to be desired. With much toing and froing, lighting and relighting, and expending more breath blowing on 

barbeques than one could in the race itself, we eventually all managed to get our fill of sausages of one variety or another. The 

weather was pretty bad and we were huddled under a hastily erected gazebo while Conrad Crowe went off to do the pyjama 

race, earning the first medal of the weekend.  The weather was a great deal better on Saturday, but the course was very  

muddy and slippy in places, especially for the first couple of laps, getting stickier as it dried up.  Every run is a learning       

experience but after my second lap, there was a certain lesson regarding chafing that I had forgotten that I had learned; so I 

had to duck into the van to change my shorts and *ahem* Vaseline up… 



I got back onto plan and completed my fifth lap. I felt really down during this lap. I had planned to walk anything resembling a 

hill right from the first lap and run the flats and downs, and the fifth lap was the first time that I found myself walking in     

unplanned places. I had broken the marathon and 30-mile mark this lap, but, knowing that I was starting to feel a bit tired and 

that I had to do again what I had already done just made the task all that more real to me. Although I felt that I was eating 

enough, Susi was not convinced and had been making sure I was well fed and hydrated, and on this lap, I had started to feel a 

little sick.  But I wouldn’t dwell; it seems clichéd, but it is true that a great deal of the battle in long-distance races is mental. 

So, I had a cup of tea and some food, but opted for an apple before heading out for my last lap before something substantial 

to eat.  

And what a great lap I had! The sixth was my best yet and I caught Susi off-guard when I got back to the camp in one of my 

fastest laps. In fact, it was so good that I decided to head out on my seventh before tea.  This, of course, threw the plan out 

of sync and resulted in me getting back to camp while Susi was out on one of her laps for the relay team. Honestly, I wasn’t in 

much of a state to look after myself at this point. I pulled on some Ron Hills, ate some crisps and wrapped myself up in a 

sleeping bag. I felt happy that I had achieved my first goal, the first day was over for me and I only had to drag out 3 laps in 

the morning to achieve my second goal of beating my distance PR. Susi came back and made me eat some spaghetti hoops 

and I put my head down for a good six hours before waking again for the last bit of the race. 

I put on fresh clothes and had a breakfast of rice pudding before setting out on lap 8. Despite feeling a great deal refreshed 

from my sleep, things were certainly slower now. I took things a lap at a time until I had completed my ninth. I now had 3 and 

a half hours to go and I decided that actually I could get two laps in quite easily before the end, pushing beyond my second 

goal and onto my third.  Coming towards the end of my tenth lap, however, the weather started changing, while it had been 

still and dry the whole race, the wind had picked up and the rain had started a little. I spent the last 2 km of the lap debating 

the pros and cons of stopping versus going on. I would have achieved my main goal and to go on would mean to get caught in 

the rain. However, finishing nearly two hours before the end of the race would mean knowing that I could have gone on and I 

would certainly have missed out on the great atmosphere of the finish line just after midday (you get to complete the lap that 

you are on).  So, I did the sensible thing and I bloody well got on with it; I donned a light jacket and set out on an eleventh 

lap. The rain did come, but as I dragged myself around the lap, I caught up with another runner, Paulo, completing his      

eleventh and we encouraged each other through the last few km before running up the final hill and crossing the line hand in 

hand.  I did it, I completed 110 km (68.5 miles), further than I had gone before, further than I had hoped to go. I had great 

support from Susi who kept me going, kept me fed and kept me smiling; and I also got a chance to run for a bit with Mark 

Crowe and old friends Dan S., from the relay team, and Claire S. (whose pair came first), as well as with new friends I had 

made out on course.  (Thanks David Sadler for the write-up) 

Results—  

Solo Male David Sadler 38th—11 Laps 24.12.58 

Mixed Team of 5—Agony of D Feet included Sharon Whitworth— 4 Laps 5.42.13 

Mixed Team of 8—Dexy’s Midnight Runners included Mark Crowe—4 Laps 4.15.21; Simon Edwards—3 Laps 2.48.46; Susi Sadler—3 Laps 

3.08.11; Tina Crowe—2 Laps 1.47.11 



Contact Us 

Despatches 
 Rebecca Johnstone, Jeff Miller and Steve Perren were out early for 

the tough Heptonstall Festival Fell Race - Steve taking the honours 
with 65.00 earning him 45th place, ahead of Jeff 68.23, 54th and 
Rebecca 81.40 89th 

 

 

 

 

 

 Mark Hoath rurned out in the wind and rain for the Rochdale 10k, 

taking 91st place in 44.08 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 Simon Edwards went a little quicker at the Harrogate 10k, taking 
114th in 43.40 

 Rachel Tomlinson ran the Leeds 10k ‘Run For All’ and recorded a 

56.46 amongst the thousands of runners 

 Rob Matthews  left it late and almost missed the start of the 

Beetham Fell Race.  49.25 for the 5.7 mile course, but results not 
yet published for final positions. 

 Tony Daniels has been quietly chasing down the M50 title in the 

YVAA Grand Prix this year, a catch up feature will follow next 
month... 

Been racing? 
OTSL want to know all about it: 
Email: jeffmilleruk@hotmail.com  

Photos  and  race  reports  are 
both welcomed  and encouraged.  

Keep  training, Keep racing, 
and  we’ll  see  you  all  next  
month… 
 

 ...On  The  Start Line… 

PLACE 
STAMP 
HERE 

WANT ONE OF THESE? 

JULY CHAMPIONSHIP  
RACES 

 

Road and Trail 
 
5th King of the Hill 
27th Honley Trail 

Fell 
3rd Trunce 7 
8th Half Tour of Bradwell 
13th Dennnis Stitt 
30th Crowden Horseshoe 


